
 

 
 

Unto Their Imperial Majesties, Their Royal Majesties, Their Graces, good 

nobles, ministers & populace do I, Sir Dorn das Schwarz Brause send 

greetings. 

 

I thank you for your patience. All submissions have been processed. I know 

there have been some issues with missing submissions; any that had to be 

resubmitted will be processed forthwith.  

 

There is a misunderstanding regarding Matriculations.  If you transfer 

Territories (either by renewing into a new one or by transferring in the 

middle of the year) your personal arms (the ones used to represent you) will 

transfer with a simple request. If you wish to transfer Estate Arms ( ie for a 

House) the process is described in IEW#25 & in the Heraldry Manual Section 

II.C. 

 



For those that wish to transfer Arms registered to a Territory. That is an 

entirely different process. There are more than a few factors involved. This is 

done on a case by case situation. However; just because your name is on the 

form that was submitted for registration does not mean you have a claim to 

those Arms.  

 

 

 
Dorn das Schwarz Brause 

Fleur De Lis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Released: 
 
None 
 

 

 

Transferred: 
 

From:  
Courtesans Guild of Albion    

Device                                      32-01 

To:  
Bella Nicotra                                 

Device                                            1381 

Purpure, a cock Or collared Sable 

Note: The original form was filled out improperly & the “Guild” was never recognized 

as official. Thus allowing for this transfer. 
 
 
 
 



Registered: 
 

 

Connacht: 

 
Ormr Raizer                                      

Device                                        7479 

Argent, a serpent palewise double nowed within a border sable 

 

 

 

Malta: 

 
Madoc Traushirglan                          

Device                                      7925 

Gules, on a bend sable, a sword bendwise Or & in bend sinister 

five swords bendwise sinister inverted argent 

 

 

Monaco: 

 
Sebastian Javier de la Cruz              

Device                                      6714 

Per bend sinister enhanced gules & ermine, two bendlets 

sinister gules 

 

 

Umbria: 

 
Angules Blackbird                                     

Device                                           1709 

Sable, a three skulls argent, orbed gules, each enfiled of an arrow, chained 

& shackled Or 

 

 

 

 



York: 

 
York                                                    

Device                                      04-01 

Purpure, a wyvern displayed Or 

 

 

 

 

York                                                    

Device                                      04-01 

Sable, a wyvern displayed Or 

 

 

 

 

York                                                    

Device                                      04-01 

Vert, a wyvern displayed Or 

 

 

 

 

Alexandria Fiend                               

Device                                      5690 

Vert,  a butterfly within & conjoined to an annulet argent 

surmounted by 14 roses gules barded & seeded proper 

 

 

 

Bronwyn MacKay                             

 Device                                      8215 

Argent, a fox rampant contourne vert within a bordure 

dovetailed sable 

 

 

 

 



Returned: 
 

Connacht: 

 
House of Polaris                                 

Device                                      50-01 

Sable, in pale a mullet of eight elongated at base Or & a fox sejant gardant 

contourne argent 

Reasons: Non period motif. If the submitter were to present documents 

detailing the use of an “elongated” mullet. I would reconsider this. 

 

House of Polaris                                

 Badge                                       50-01 

Sable, a mullet of eight elongated at base within a border Or 

Reasons: Non period motif. If the submitter were to present documents 

detailing the use of an “elongated” mullet. I would reconsider this. 

 

House of Polaris                                 

Badge                                       50-01 

Sable, a mullet of eight elongated at base within a border argent 

Reasons: Non period motif. If the submitter were to present documents 

detailing the use of an “elongated” mullet. I would reconsider this. 

 

Umbria: 
 

House Beherberger Mitternacgt Wolpertinger   

Device                 03-01 

Quarterly, argent & azure, a chimera rampant counterchanged within a 

border sable 

Reasons: RoT violation. Sable border can not be placed on a azure field. None 

period charge. What is depicted in the image is not a chimera. A chimera has 

“the face of a maiden, the mane & legs of a lion, the body of a goat & the tail 

of a dragon” this has the body of a lion with three heads (lion, goat, dragon). 

Also, it was not used in heraldry only the crest. 


